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Editorial: From Beijing to Paris 

Dr Alice Mah, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Warwick, 

UK 

In November 2015, shortly after the publication of our first issue of Toxic News, I went 

on my first research trip to China, together with Cynthia Wang. This marked the start 

of a new journey to look at issues of pollution and health in different places around the 

world. During this visit, I could see very little of the landscape, less than I would have 

hoped, both literally, through the smog, but also conceptually. In fact, apart from the 

immediate sensory impact of the air pollution upon arrival in Beijing, one of the most 

striking stories that stayed with me from this trip was not one that I witnessed, but 

one that I heard repeated by different people I met. It was a story about mass 

deindustrialization that was framed politically as a way of tackling pollution, but was 

really about economics: the story of Hebei province and the Chinese steel industry. 

Smog over Pearl River  

Since 2013, Hebei province, 

China’s biggest steel producing 

region, has come to symbolize 

the staggering scale of both 

industrial pollution and job 

losses. Amidst slumping global 

steel prices, coupled with the 

mounting national crisis of air 

pollution, the Chinese 

government has significantly scaled back steel production, with millions of job losses 

across the industry.  At least 200,000 direct job losses have been reported in the Hebei 

province alone. Recent reports in January 2016 suggest that a further 400,000 job 

losses are anticipated in the Chinese steel industry. This parallels recent 

announcements of related job cuts in Tata Steel in the UK of 1050 workers and trade 

union disputes over job cuts in the steel industry in Australia. Interestingly, job losses 

in the steel industry in the UK and Australia have been framed in terms of jobs and the 

economy, rather than in terms of pollution. 

Amidst slumping global steel prices, coupled with the mounting national 

crisis of air pollution, the Chinese government has significantly scaled back 

steel production, with millions of job losses across the industry. 

https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/breathless-in-the-toxic-air/
http://on.ft.com/1PCRDX8
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-09-17/china-s-choking-cities-means-job-cuts-at-steel-town-commodities
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-09-17/china-s-choking-cities-means-job-cuts-at-steel-town-commodities
http://bloom.bg/1DeyjE4
http://bloom.bg/1TkGrP9
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-35337896?ns_mchannel=social&ns_campaign=bbc_breaking&
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2015/11/19/blue-n19.html
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2015/11/19/blue-n19.html
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What really struck me about the Hebei story was the sheer scale and speed of 

deindustrialization. The devastating consequences of so many job losses for a region 

are difficult to imagine, whatever the justification- health, economics, or both 

together- for such a heavy-handed approach to industrial downsizing. 

Yet while job losses are tangible and acute, pollution, however dispersed, also comes at 

incredible human costs. Indeed, according to 97% of climate scientists around the 

world, the human costs of climate change will indeed soon be palpable, and on an 

unprecedented scale. There was a cautiously optimistic mood following the much-

anticipated climate change talks in December at COP21 in Paris, particularly in 

contrast with the ‘failure’ of Copenhagen in 2009. Yet as the cultural historian Rebecca 

Solnit so provocatively asks in her Harpers essay ‘Power in Paris’, ‘Can the earth be 

saved by bureaucrats in long meetings, reciting jargon and acronyms while 

surrounded by leaning towers of documents?’ 

C

OP21 Conference: taken December 12 2015  

 

In this issue of Toxic News, we tackle some of the complexities of toxics, pollution, and 

environmental health. Toxics are often geographically concentrated, around the 

infrastructure of heavy industry, but they are also dispersed, traversing boundaries of 

land, water, and air, across nations, communities, and bodies. 

http://harpers.org/archive/2015/12/power-in-paris/
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We introduce interviews in this issue, featuring world-renowned US chemist and 

environmental justice advocate Wilma Subra, who reflects on her recent work on 

Superfund sites, including the continuing effects of toxic waste from Love Canal. We 

also interview Andy McGeechan, a community activist based in Hillfields, Coventry 

(near the University of Warwick, where the Toxic Expertise research team is based). 

Doug Weir draws our attention to an important yet under-investigated issue: the 

‘toxic remnants of war’, investigating the toxic implications of armed conflict. 

Two of our authors focus on debates about the environmental health impacts of heavy 

industry, with striking parallels yet important differences. Anthropologist Daniel 

Renfrew discusses recent findings on the politics of environment, health, and 

economy around cement factories in the small town of Minas in Uruguay. Miguel 

Ángel López-Navarro offers a compelling argument for considering the petrochemical 

complex, rather than individual firms, as a unit of analytical reference, to address 

entangled spatial, environmental, and economic dynamics. 

‘Smoggy Shanghai’  

Finally, Cynthia Wang reflects 

on the critical issue of air 

pollution in Beijing, drawing on 

her experience during our 

recent trip to China. 

(Featured Image: credit Fredrik 

Rubensson, Thick smog over 

Pearl River: credit J Aaron Farr, 

COP21 image: credit COP 

PARIS, Smoggy Shanghai: 

credit gmoorenator) 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/froderik/8372397259/in/photolist-dKQJ1T-ibTrc8-5EdJ2r-5TqVcn-6bGh1-WH3Mj-74RnTF-dKWg9U-owzoge-dKQHxP-4VBRf5-4VxFF4-5bnsoa-9ACCjf-82dgsM-4VxGwe-71N4F2-6uyXv1-WG91j-AXijgM-BszyEh-7PN1zd-rytso-rytom-qKzf7R-it4bh-BUHfXg-AXcn79-aNbX3-5KRseM-4fSz4k-3Emi8k-AXcnib-4VBSeN-a7ScFn-kRH9YC-kRG1sR-kRFh4e-8NuXLp-WDMKV-kNudNB-9i9zjd-7QFq-5aHStP-njTMqy-rT4Wf2-rAysJS-rAGh9D-ryPF5p-CwxE3W
https://www.flickr.com/photos/froderik/8372397259/in/photolist-dKQJ1T-ibTrc8-5EdJ2r-5TqVcn-6bGh1-WH3Mj-74RnTF-dKWg9U-owzoge-dKQHxP-4VBRf5-4VxFF4-5bnsoa-9ACCjf-82dgsM-4VxGwe-71N4F2-6uyXv1-WG91j-AXijgM-BszyEh-7PN1zd-rytso-rytom-qKzf7R-it4bh-BUHfXg-AXcn79-aNbX3-5KRseM-4fSz4k-3Emi8k-AXcnib-4VBSeN-a7ScFn-kRH9YC-kRG1sR-kRFh4e-8NuXLp-WDMKV-kNudNB-9i9zjd-7QFq-5aHStP-njTMqy-rT4Wf2-rAysJS-rAGh9D-ryPF5p-CwxE3W
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jaaronfarr/2560457278/in/photolist-4Ug1K9-4UpEx4-5jTrG-8J3pfh-fRzmL-zuPef-5aTFw2-549DjK-755E7-dKWemd-dKQLsp-dKWdEf-dKQMui-dKQGWv-dKQHMe-dKQH3B-6vUqSr-4gu7is-6vYCjJ-CkN1oq-Db14oi-DfXVKm-5DMkqp-4gq3xV-5fBMae-7c4kj6-cUwEB1-DiiePg-4KJF9f-5p1eV4-4KEnua-4JS1Bc-o2qKs-7oQcm-4gq2Yv-4gq34e-4gq2Ve-4gq2R8-4gu6ru-4gu6mQ-4gu79u-4gq2Di-4gu7dJ-4gu6if-4gq38e-4gu7y7-4gq3de-4gu6zb-4gq2Mr-4gu7t5
https://www.flickr.com/search/?text=COP21&license=4%2C5%2C6%2C9%2C10
https://www.flickr.com/search/?text=COP21&license=4%2C5%2C6%2C9%2C10
https://www.flickr.com/photos/27302885@N08/4517529950/in/photolist-7Tcwgq-na699n-dNnuJz-e3K2nK-5MNZaW-5MNZf1-5MJGTR-pAUxsD-3nR9eU-DaY9GD-7fmjhP-7hbqHf-7fsfMp-7fJz1g-7fJz1a-7h7or4-7T4xpd-7h8xRr-e3iKm5-D8FTWw-n15Gs-eYzQ5A-FXSjQ-DfX1yb-CkKmAL-DfXAeC-DfXe9b-CkSE1F-nwUmYK-e2DZ2Y-6omKKx-4sNaN-gR1bS1-5jTvD-5jTnC-2hapf-5jTqN-djoEHU-4qEqah-7ZT3Pv-nkdzqA-7h8xRx-SkoZp-Dz1J8-dTRezv-4qEq8C-qZJCgL-MsiLW-4G67bY-zqJBrK
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Superfund Sites, the Toxic Release Inventory and Corporate 

Social Responsibility: A Toxic News Interview with Wilma 

Subra 

India Holme, Toxic Expertise Project Administrator, Department of Sociology, 

University of Warwick, UK. 

Wilma Subra is an award winning[1] chemist who has dedicated her career to 

environmental justice. She has worked to protect the environment and the health of 

citizens for over 40 years. With her home and office in Louisiana, where she grew up, 

she has many high profile cases along the Petrochemical Corridor (Cancer Alley), right 

upon her doorstep. In 1981, Wilma started her Subra Company and since then this 

chemistry lab and environmental consulting firm has been providing technical 

assistance to people across the USA and beyond. By working with local communities 

and helping them gather information and combine technical research and evaluation, 

Subra Company is able to help communities’ influence policy changes. 

By working with local communities and helping them gather information 

and combine technical research and evaluation, Subra Company is able to 

help communities’ influence policy changes. 

I was excited and a little nervous to be conducting an interview with such a highly 

esteemed and amazingly dedicated woman (Wilma replied to my initial email from 

the recovery room at her doctor’s surgery where she had just had a small area of skin 

cancer removed). 

India: As you have been working within the realm of toxics and petrochemicals for so 

many years…if you had to pick one case to highlight the detrimental effects, which 

would it be? 

Wilma: Ohh there are just so many… I guess the one that I have really worked on the 

longest was a facility that started as an oil field waste incinerator and they were not 

making enough money by just accepting oil field waste so they stared accepting 

hazardous waste as a bulking agent and as a fuel source and they became one of the 

largest hazardous waste incinerators in the world and they were taking waste from all 

over the United States and a number of foreign countries. The scrubbers were not 

adequate and the emissions were just really, really bad and as a result the people in the 

community were made very, very ill … they started up their permitting in ’84 and they 

https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/wilma-subra/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/wilma-subra/
https://leanweb.org/uncategorized/wilma-subra/
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went into operation in ’85 and it took to ’96 – when we had a federal judge shut them 

down… (But) it took till 2013 to get that waste removed from the site even though the 

federal judge had shut them down in ’96. Meanwhile some of the waste was migrating 

off the site into the local water body. 

But it divided the community. Either you were part of the process that was making 

money off of the operation or you were the community whose health was impacted. 

There was actually a cluster of neuroblastomas in the children and the grandmothers 

… got involved and worked really, really hard to get the issues on the table and into 

the courts. 

India: You said about the community being split, was there any physical split? Did you 

find that those that were profiting from it tended to live close to it or did they live 

further away? 

Wilma: No, they basically all lived in the same area but they were making money as 

opposed to the ones that were being sick and even if they had been sick they weren’t 

going to discuss it because they were part of the company. 

India: So have you ever found that where you’ve got communities and there is profit to 

be made… that sometimes when people are getting sick… they don’t want to pursue it 

anymore because their livelihood would be at risk? 

Wilma: Well the most interesting thing… is when I get a phone call from somebody in 

industry who says – “I never agreed with you, but my wife, my child, is now sick or has 

cancer and I need to know where the exposure may have come from”. So even the ones 

that are making financial benefits, when it hits home in their own family then they 

wanna know what’s going on and what they can do to reduce the exposure. 

… a phone call from somebody in industry who says – “I never agreed with 

you, but my wife, my child, is now sick or has cancer and I need to know 

where the exposure may have come from”. 

India: We’ve been looking at communities that aren’t successful in their bids for 

environmental justice and that often a lack of ‘concrete evidence’ is to blame. But I 

often feel like there is a lot of evidence, say cancer rates increasing, miscarriages and 

birth defects and things like that. Can you think of a case that you’ve worked on where 

you’ve presented what you assume is a lot of evidence, to have it kicked out and have 

them say “no, that’s not enough”? 
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Wilma: So there’s a lot of data available in the agency files and we have what’s called 

the Toxic Release Inventory where every year the facilities have to report what 

chemicals they release into the air, land and water… so you put that information 

together…  (with) the health impacts that citizens are experiencing. Then if the 

industry has an accidental release they have to report what chemicals they released 

and whether or not it was on site. 

So you put all those pieces together and say this is what the data shows as far as 

contamination, this is the health impacts and this is how they tie together… and you 

ask the environmental agencies if they will come in and do additional testing or 

monitoring to help further documentation, because they’re the ones with the money 

and the community doesn’t have any money. So you lay it out in that fashion and 

frequently the agencies will come in and do some monitoring and confirm that what 

you have put together is really true. 

 

The other aspect is that the industry has all these reporting requirements and… there 

are different people in one industry that do these reporting’s … there is not one person 

that looks at all the reports and sort of ties it together. So I’ve been able to get the 

various reports and say and this is what it shows and frequently the industry will say, 

“Oh no you’re wrong” and I will say “well this is yourself reporting”. So then they will 

have someone within the industry review the data and say “oh you were right, we had 

no idea we were having that impact because we had individual people doing individual 

tasks and we never looked at it all together”. 

India: So sometimes it could be because industries aren’t collating all the evidence as 

you are and joining all the dots so to speak and just don’t see their impact. Whilst this 

interview is for Toxic News, part of our research project is looking at how we can help 

http://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program
https://toxicnewsdotorg.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/wilma4.jpg
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/research/currentresearch/toxicexpertisehttp:/www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/research/currentresearch/toxicexpertise
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corporations take more social and environmental responsibility. It seems this might 

be one of the ways then, to suggest they employ somebody that links it all together. 

Wilma: Yes, that’s right. Another aspect of the Toxic Release Inventory is that we were 

able to see how much of each specific chemical they were releasing, like benzene[2] 

which is a known human cancer causing agent…. So we also put together what was 

called the ‘dirty dozen’ 

which was the highest 

emitters into the air, 

highest emitters in to the 

land and highest emitters 

in to the water. And so we 

used that to go to the 

press and get that kind of 

information out there… 

So over the first couple of 

years we started to see a 

lot of reductions from the 

industry. But they left 

their permit conditions in 

place, so … they then started increasing capacity because they had a lot of permit 

capacity left. So … the emissions then went back up to the top of their permit limits 

but their production capacity doubled and tripled. So it helped the communities for a 

few years and then it hurt the communities because emissions were way back up 

again. 

                                                                 Abandoned Love Canal area in 2012 (Credit: rik-shaw) 

India: My next question is about superfund sites.[3] I saw a video of you talking about 

the case of Love Canal, the first recognised superfund site. Are you currently working 

on a superfund site? 

Wilma: So with Love Canal I was working at the research institute and we were … 

testing the soil, sediment and the ground water… that data identified how it was 

moving off site and into the residential areas… a couple of days ago I received a request 

(for information) by a reporter…(because)… there is an old landfill in New York… 

which took Love Canal waste… and it contaminated the rest of the landfill, the 

groundwater, the soil and the sediment and it migrated into the neighbourhoods as 

this landfill is surrounded by residential housing. So I am getting ready to do an 

interview with him tomorrow. 

http://www.who.int/ipcs/features/benzene.pdf
http://www.who.int/ipcs/features/benzene.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/superfund
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/superfund-sites-the-toxic-release-inventory-and-corporate-responsibility-an-interview-with-wilma-subra/#_ftn3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9P_TyNe6U0
https://www.opendemocracy.net/alice-mah/lessons-from-love-canal-toxic-expertise-and-environmental-justice
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I’ve done sites in Louisiana and Florida that are superfund sites and then I’ve worked 

on a lot of sites that are pre-superfund and then also one in Texas. I’ve also served on a 

number of EPA advisory committees dealing with a number of superfund issues. 

We have a site in New Orleans that was a landfill in the early 1900’s and it had 

incinerators on it and it was called the Agricultural Street Landfill[4] because it was 

accessible by agricultural industry. So all the waste that was generated in the city 

would be disposed of there or in the Silver City dump that was the other side of 

town…it was closed … (but) then we had Hurricane Betsy in ’65 or ’66 and so they 

reopened it to take all the debris … then the city built subsidised housing on top of the 

landfill, not on the edge of the landfill – on top of the landfill. And it became a 

superfund site. I had the technical assistance grant and we worked extensively to get 

the people relocated… you could sit in their yard and just pull up the waste. 

India: So it was that shallow? 

Wilma: Oh yeah… we had tried to get a relocation. It was the City that operated the 

landfill and the only thing we were asking for of the City was in-kind contributions 

but they said “no”. So the solution was removing and replacing 2 feet of soil … but they 

only did this on 10% of the site… they only did it where there was grass. And so they 

were left there and in 2005 we had Hurricane Katrina and it flooded all of that area and 

the winds just ripped up all the houses … so the hurricane did what we were unable to 

accomplish… it was really, really sad. 

I had the technical assistance grant and we worked extensively to get the 

people relocated… you could sit in their yard and just pull up the waste. 

India: So who would have given the go ahead? As it sounds like the site was developed 

on and then deemed a superfund site afterwards, did you say it was the City? 

Wilma: The development occurred with a subsidy but the City is the one that 

developed it and then the EPA was the one that decided on the remedy after the City 

wouldn’t do in-kind services. 

 

 

http://umich.edu/~snre492/Jones/agstreet.htm
http://umich.edu/~snre492/Jones/agstreet.htm
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Old drum left behind in a 

Superfund site in Amsterdam, New 

York (Image credit: Amsterdam 

New York)  

India: This brings me onto my next 

question. I have recently read about 

corporations ‘glossing over’ or 

ignoring previous toxic 

contaminations and similar. A bit 

like what we were just discussing. 

Would you say during your time working within the ‘toxic’ industry that there has 

been either an increase or decrease in the amount of issues that companies will 

‘ignore’? 

Wilma: There’s a definite increase… Well because of the media coverage there has 

been a lot more awareness that there has been developments on top of contaminated 

property and so people will read something and they think “oh, well that happened 

somewhere else”, but then they start thinking about their health impacts and what is 

going on in their community … they start asking questions, “is our subdivision on top 

of something?”. We had an example of a facility that was operated by Exxon … it got 

shut down and the tanks were removed and then somebody bought the property and 

developed it as a subdivision in the ‘60s. Then all of sudden now everybody has cancer, 

everybody has these health impacts. 

India: So people are realising more because they read things in the paper etc. and then 

they think “oh actually I’ve experienced that” so they look into it regarding their 

developments which we built 10, 20, and 40 odd years ago. But do you also think that 

with new developments, that the development corporations pay any more attention to 

toxic problems? 

Wilma: No, no… Even in new developments, like right now the next city over is 

Lafayette, Louisiana which is a hub of growing gas industry… people come in and buy 

a chunk of land and develop it as subdivision… they’re really nice houses and people 

are moving in… they never ask; “what was here before the subdivision was 

developed?” 

There was one waste site in Vermillion Parish… it was in all the records and all the 

media had covered it and one day I go by and the whole property had a ‘For Sale’ sign 

in it and it has a subdivision schematic on the front and it says ‘waterfront 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/science/article/Housing-blooms-at-last-at-once-toxic-Hunters-6314858.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/science/article/Housing-blooms-at-last-at-once-toxic-Hunters-6314858.php
http://edition.cnn.com/2008/US/06/30/backyard.bombs/index.html?iref=newssearch
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properties’… the waterfront property is a waste pit! So I called up the estate agent and 

asked “do you realise what you are selling?” People don’t ask and the real estate agents 

don’t ask and you need to do full disclosure but without asking the right questions it 

(full disclosure) doesn’t work. 

… the next city over is Lafayette, Louisiana which is a hub of growing gas 

industry… people come in and buy a chunk of land and develop it as 

subdivision… they’re really nice houses and people are moving in… they 

never ask; “what was here before the subdivision was developed?” 

India: We want to have an open, honest dialogue with corporations about their social 

and environmental responsibility. Arguably these companies have to exist and in an 

ideal world we want to work with them. What’s your experience been with talking to 

corporations and what advice can you give us? 

Wilma: So first of all, I get requests from communities, I don’t go in uninvited. If there 

is something going on then I will do an E-alert, but you have to be invited. If you go to 

a company and say you are concerned about their operation and it’s just you and not 

you with the community – then they are probably going to just blow you off… If you 

go in having worked with the community and combined information with the 

community situation, so it brings those two things together … you go in and say you 

want to engage in discussions to improve these situations, then they are more than 

likely to talk with you. 

Closing Comments 

Wilma’s wealth of experience and dedication to helping the communities that 

approach her know no bounds. Her passion for her work and her commitment to 

righting environmental wrongs is somewhat awe inspiring. I am very pleased that 

Wilma has kindly agreed to keep Toxic News updated on the Love Canal case. It will be 

interesting to see how the story unfolds since this issue seemed to be resolved some 

time ago; but as I am learning with ‘toxics’ their consequences are very rarely short 

lived. 

Whilst I and many countless others thoroughly appreciate Wilma’s endeavours to 

help people achieve environmental justice, perhaps unsurprisingly not everyone feels 

the same. In preparation for our interview I had read that Wilma was once shot at 

whilst working in her office. I just had to ask her about this experience and whether or 

not it was related to her work for environmental justice. This is what Wilma told me… 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/jun/20/tony-hayward-bp-oil-spill
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Wilma: … My office has been broken into a tremendous number of times and every 

time my office is broken into I can always name two or three projects I’m working on 

where perhaps the company we’re working against will come and hire somebody to 

break into my office. So I was working one afternoon … to put together some 

recommendations for what the agencies needed to do prior to any other hurricanes… I 

was in the front office which has a window which faces the street. At that same time 

my husband was out working on the flower bed opposite our house which is around 

the corner from my office… he kept seeing this vehicle slowly going up and down the 

road in front on the office and when they came back one time the passenger shot at my 

office. So he (husband) immediately called the Sheriff’s office on his cell phone and 

they stopped him (the driver) at the corner and at the time the passenger was gone, the 

gun was gone and the driver of the vehicle ‘knew nothing about it’. The police wouldn’t 

even allow me to know who the driver was, they said that would infringe on his civil 

rights. 

… this vehicle slowly going up and down the road in front on the office and 

when they came back one time the passenger shot at my office. 

India: And with the break-ins, have they ever been able to track down who it’s been? 

Wilma: Uh uh, no…they’ve gotten finger prints, they’ve gotten DNA… they’ve 

(Sheriff’s Office) made no effort to find out who it is. 

India: That’s really surprising, I would have assumed with that kind of evidence they 

would be straight on top of it. 

Wilma: Mmm hmm (in agreement)… the last time my glass man who has to keep 

changing the glass as they break in said I’m tired of changing your glasses on your 

windows, so he told me here’s a man that’s local that makes burglar screens – so … 

now I have burglar screens on all the windows and since then they haven’t broken into 

the office. They throw trash, they throw eggs at the door and the windows but they 

haven’t tried to break in. 

India: So do you feel that’s it’s an attempt to intimidate you? 

Wilma: Oh yes, all of its intimidation, yeah, sure. 

India: You seem so calm about it all. 
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Wilma: Well if you let them make you quit working on the issues, the 

citizens are the ones that suffer … so if I stop doing this, then they won – I 

will not let them win. 

India: That’s very admirable, you’re a brave lady… 

(Featured images: credit to the Louisiana Environmental Action Network LEAN) 

[1] ‘The MacArthur Genius Award’ in 2004 – https://www.macfound.org/fellows/625/; 

Selected as a ‘Lifetime Remarkable Woman’ in 2011 – 

http://www.mylifetime.com/my-lifetime-commitment/remarkable-women/wilma-

subra; Received the 2011 ‘Global Exchange, Human Rights Award’ for her work with 

communities affected by the BP Oil Spill – 

http://www.globalexchange.org/blogs/peopletopeople/2011/06/07/faces-of-the-2011-

human-rights-awards-gala/ 

[2] The World Health Organisation (WHO) describes exposure to benzene as a major 

public health concern. With exposure being ‘associated with 

a range of acute and long-term adverse health effects and diseases, including cancer 

and aplastic anaemia’. http://www.who.int/ipcs/features/benzene.pdf (accessed 

26.01.2016) 

[3] The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) website defines superfund sites as 

“the primary federal government program to clean up the nation’s uncontrolled 

hazardous waste sites. Under the Superfund program, abandoned, accidentally spilled, 

or illegally dumped hazardous wastes that pose a current or future threat to human 

health or the environment are cleaned up.” http://www.epa.gov/superfund-

redevelopment-initiative/frequent-questions (accessed 26.01.2016). 

[4] The referenced page from the University of Michigan website is dated in 2000, so 

the information is about the original state of the site prior to Hurricane Katrina in 

2005. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lowermississippiriverkeeper/albums
https://leanweb.org/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/superfund-sites-the-toxic-release-inventory-and-corporate-responsibility-an-interview-with-wilma-subra/#_ftnref1
https://www.macfound.org/fellows/625/
http://www.mylifetime.com/my-lifetime-commitment/remarkable-women/wilma-subra
http://www.mylifetime.com/my-lifetime-commitment/remarkable-women/wilma-subra
http://www.globalexchange.org/blogs/peopletopeople/2011/06/07/faces-of-the-2011-human-rights-awards-gala/
http://www.globalexchange.org/blogs/peopletopeople/2011/06/07/faces-of-the-2011-human-rights-awards-gala/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/superfund-sites-the-toxic-release-inventory-and-corporate-responsibility-an-interview-with-wilma-subra/#_ftnref2
http://www.who.int/ipcs/features/benzene.pdf
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/superfund-sites-the-toxic-release-inventory-and-corporate-responsibility-an-interview-with-wilma-subra/#_ftnref3
http://www.epa.gov/superfund-redevelopment-initiative/frequent-questions
http://www.epa.gov/superfund-redevelopment-initiative/frequent-questions
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/superfund-sites-the-toxic-release-inventory-and-corporate-responsibility-an-interview-with-wilma-subra/#_ftnref4
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Demolitions, Housing, and Environmental Justice: A Toxic 

News Interview with a Community Activist in Hillfields, 

Coventry 

India Foster, Toxic Expertise Project Administrator, Department of Sociology, 

University of Warwick, UK 

Background 

In 2004, Andy McGeechan led a local residents’ campaign to save twelve blocks of 

flats from demolition in a West Midlands city in the UK. Andy was and still is a 

resident of the North Coventry area of Hillfields which is located next to the City 

Centre. Hillfields has a rich history and has changed dramatically over the years. The 

area was badly damaged during the Coventry Blitz of World War 2 and after suffering 

from decline, deprivation and riots in the 1990s, Hillfields has a notorious reputation 

throughout the city for being an area of poverty and crime. Using an online 

‘deprivation’ calculator the area approximately ranks as the 30th most deprived in the 

United Kingdom. However, many residents, including Andy, enjoy living there within 

its rich, multicultural community and would urge people look beyond the statistics. 

I recently read an interview with Andy that was part of the ‘Imagine Hillfields’ 

research project which, as part of its remit, looked into how despite various 

regeneration projects, Hillfields is still thought of locally as a poor neighbourhood 

with a bad reputation. The interview was about Andy’s involvement at the forefront of 

a community campaign to save the flats, to save people’s homes. Reading this created 

my own questions for Andy and an interest in his story and the story of the Hillfields 

flats. In the end the campaign only managed to save some of the tower blocks and 

eight were demolished, whilst the residents worried about the health impact of the 

resulting dust clouds. This case study highlights that environmental injustice isn’t 

something only experienced in China or the Deep South of the USA. Environmental 

injustices happen everywhere. Below is an edited transcript of my recent interview 

with Andy. 

India: How and when were the residents told that the housing organisation 

Whitefriars wanted to demolish the flats? What were the reasons behind their 

planned demolition? 

Andy: Whitefriars were looking to demolish the flats because they “weren’t very nice 

and nobody liked living them in whatsoever”. So we were told that we didn’t like 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-coventry-warwickshire-34746691
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/all-about/hillfields
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/how-deprived-live-coventry-warwickshire-10170994
http://www.hillzfm.co.uk/hillfields-community-festival-makes-a-return-as-part-of-the-positive-images-festival/
http://www.kyneswood.com/Imagine_Coventry/?page_id=33
http://www.kyneswood.com/Imagine_Coventry/?page_id=33
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/coventry_warwickshire/3121794.stm
http://www.wmhousing.co.uk/home
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living in them, it turned out a lot of people did like living in them because it’s close to 

town and a good place to live. Needless to say we lost the arguments because the 

demolition started and it was a foregone conclusion. 

They announced it in the December tenants meeting in 2002… the whole idea was that 

it was an announcement for the tenants for the refurbishment of the area. So we all 

showed up thinking the flats needed to be painted and they did need a bit of care and 

attention, but that’s all they needed… an independent outsider which was 

Birmingham City Council… said they were structurally sound and all they needed was 

a bit of TLC…their words you know. 

…The script was we were meant to be grateful and get on the buses and go wherever 

we were meant to be moved, wherever there was available spaces…but we dug our 

heels in… We just 

wanted to stay.[1] 

So this notion of 

“you’re all 

unemployed ne’er 

do wells, tax 

dodging, Jeremy 

Kyle fodder”…is you 

know… we were 

real people, diverse 

people, old people, 

young people, black 

people, white 

people, migrants. You know the first refugee crisis had started in 2001 and Coventry 

had signed an agreement with London to take a lot of overspill, so we had lots of 

Afghans, Iraqis and Iranians. The place was diverse that way as well and the place was 

great, we had some great, great events up Hillfields… it was a great place to live. 

The place was diverse that way as well and the place was great, we had some 

great, great events up Hillfields… it was a great place to live. 

India: Is the issue that they didn’t believe that (community spirit and great diversity 

etc.) was there? 

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Tear+down+these+flats+and+you'll+rip+the+heart+out+of+Hillfields%3B+A...-a088100946
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Tear+down+these+flats+and+you'll+rip+the+heart+out+of+Hillfields%3B+A...-a088100946
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftn1
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Andy: Yeah, they didn’t, they believed that we were an area of social deprivation, 

social indicators said high deprivation… So I was sitting on committees and boards 

throughout the 90s and now I was actually a victim of the Whitefriars board whose 

‘agenda’ was to tidy things up and make things better for everybody, but they weren’t. 

They were bulldozing everything, they weren’t actually listening… You know their 

logo was ‘In business for communities’[2] and they weren’t, they were just in business, 

just going in and doing this and you know the more we engaged them the better they 

looked. 

India: During the decision making about the flats, were any of the residents consulted 

at all? 

Andy: … there was a consultation[3] … PIP I think they were called… People in 

Places… the figures, when they came out, were something like 99% said if you do them 

up we will stay. And then the second question was – but if they had to go, would you 

move? Willingly? And only 14% said yes. So then Alison Hadden (a Director of 

Whitefriars), as it was, said 14% gives her a mandate to demolish. 

India: So as you said before, the demolition was a foregone conclusion, what was the 

demolition like and what were the residents’ concerns? 

So they are telling the outside world, you know this stuff is being taken away 

to be recycled and the whole thing is pulverised and sent as landfill… 

Andy: … It hurt me a lot…to be in a place that I loved…seeing it literally torn apart. So I 

started photographing more as a witness of the demolitions, ‘cos we were promised all 

these things about health and safety, environmental protection… you know the 

windows would be recycled … and I took a photograph for instance, from my block 

into another block that had been cleared and the plastic windows, the UPVC glazing 

had been removed, you know the glazing had been taken out, but everything had been 

stock piled in the flats at the back wall in the living room where the electric fire was 

and the building was demolished with them in. So they are telling the outside world, 

you know this stuff is being taken away to be recycled and the whole thing is 

pulverised and sent as landfill… and then we started to think “oh my god if they’re 

doing that then what’s in this rubble? What’s in this stuff?” 

So we went to a public meeting… and we asked them… “what dangers is there? Is there 

asbestos?” and they said asbestos isn’t the issue, it’s the size of the particulates that’s 

bad for your respiratory…for your lungs… and we said “well oh, oh how big are the 

http://www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/
http://www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Losing+tower+blocks+'fits+city's+new+image'+WHITEFRIARS+HOMES...-a088245955
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Losing+tower+blocks+'fits+city's+new+image'+WHITEFRIARS+HOMES...-a088245955
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particulates?” and they said “we don’t know” … so then the response from us was “so 

you’re demolishing buildings and you don’t know the results of the health impact?” 

And they went “no”. 

                                            09.12.2003 – meeting to discuss the particulates and possible risks  

So that was 

horrible, I mean I 

walked out of 

that meeting… I 

was mulling over 

that these 

particles are air 

borne… and that 

the concrete dust 

could be at 

harmful radius’ 

… at harmful 

sizes… And it 

was filtering 

through the 

estate and other 

blocks[4] were still occupied and people had their bedroom windows open… even the 

windows shut weren’t properly weather sealed so dust was getting in. I could see it on 

the windowsills and all along the corridors and then of course Sidney Stringer School 

… I’ve got a picture of dust reaching Sidney Stringer during the exam period and there 

are pupils in there… and you’ve got children at the play centre and the early years 

centre and they would have been 3, 4 and 5 and we are looking at 12 years ago… 

“…so you’re demolishing buildings and you don’t know the results of the 

health impact?” And they went “no”. 

… If we highlight this issue it may set alarm bells ringing and people might actually 

start joining the dots… so that’s the importance of what I am telling you… is that we 

may not be able to trace everyone that was there at the time…even though it’s 

probably possible … but the issue is these health problems may be manifesting 

themselves further afield and further up the age chain… 

…It was a period you know…not like when they do a spectacular blow up and its one 

weekend in July…these demolitions took place between 2002 and 2004…maybe 

2005[5] I think they were still demolishing the last block…so all those blocks were 

https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftn4
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/final-block-high-rise-flats-demolished-3128195
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/final-block-high-rise-flats-demolished-3128195
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftn5
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demolished over a period of time, spewing concrete dust and particle dust and glass 

dust everywhere… and silicate dust.[6] 

Some of the demolitions taking place 

Thick dust clouds from the demolition  

  

India: Were any of the residents informed that the dust could be harmful in any way? 

Were you asked to take precautions? 

Andy: No, no only at that meeting where we raised the question did they say it’s not 

the dust it’s the particulate sizes of the dust and how it is actually absorbed by your 

lungs or ingested by your lungs and not filtered by your lungs… people were ingesting 

this on a daily basis. 

… There was no don’t be out on this day or anything…they probably increased the 

spraying a little bit, you know once the alarm bells rang… (India: Is that the water?) 

The water, yes, when they spray the water over the dust. I noticed many times that 

they would spray just before an inspector arrived… that was another thing that I 

photographed. So the inspector would come at 11 o’clock and see that it had all been 

done, so they would be spraying from 10:30 onwards. So they knew he was coming, it 

wasn’t even like it was a sort of a spot check… So there was an awful lot of short cuts 

taken…. and its again…I mean I call it ‘concrete racism’, they thought “flats are 

horrible, the people that live in them are idiots”. 

http://www.silica-safe.org/ask-a-question/faq
http://www.silica-safe.org/ask-a-question/faq
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftn6
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India: “Concrete racism”, I find that a really interesting term. Is a lot of that the 

presumption, as you mentioned earlier, that none of you could possibly want to live 

there? That you were just stuck there? 

Andy: I remember one of the people who worked for Whitefriars … said to us … “well 

look anyone with anything about them has got out”, meaning that anyone who hasn’t 

got anything about them wits wise… all the halfwits are still there… So their, their 

attitude to those of us that stayed was definitely to be… you know… (Andy laughs) I 

can’t… words don’t describe, it defies description …. You know they were, they were 

de-humanising us…you know that’s a way of putting it… without being too emotional 

about it… it took years so I had to live there, wake up in the morning and hear the 

actual crunching. 

I mean I call it ‘concrete racism’, they thought “flats are horrible, the people 

that live in them are idiots”. 

… (When) we were told that at the announcement (about the refurbishments)… Alison 

Hadden said “well the flats are gonna be demolished” and there was a gap, a palpable 

gap. The notion was we would all have gone; 

“Hooray…the buses, let’s all jump on the buses and go to happy land ‘cos we’re away 

from this hell hole’ and that wasn’t the response she got, she got “…er wait a minute, 

we live here and we like it”. And then she said “how can you like living here it’s a 

hellhole?” now I don’t know if she used the word hellhole but she did definitely ask 

“how can you like living here?”[7] 

India: But later when the consultation had found that some people did like living 

there, did Whitefriars consider building new housing in place of the flats? 

Andy: It was the press that asked, “Are you going to build new houses here?” And they 

said “maybe”.[8] But they built bits and bobs all over the place (Coventry) instead and 

now the area lay derelict, once they had cleared it… 

…Now this is a new story and this is important. What they did was they tried to 

market it and nobody would take it… then Tile Hill College merged with the Butts 

College … so they needed to find a new site but they couldn’t afford the Hillfields site 

so Advantage West Midlands which was a QUANGO stepped in and paid the 

difference so then City College bought the site[9]. 

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Losing+tower+blocks+'fits+city's+new+image'+WHITEFRIARS+HOMES...-a088245955
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Losing+tower+blocks+'fits+city's+new+image'+WHITEFRIARS+HOMES...-a088245955
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/tenants-ready-for-fight-3169760
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/tenants-ready-for-fight-3169760
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/homes-demands-for-flat-victims-3149635
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/homes-demands-for-flat-victims-3149635
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India: Would it have been cheaper, to have upgraded the flats? Instead of demolishing 

them? 

Andy: … It would. And we had this debate with them and they kept saying the 

government won’t give you VAT relief on refurbishments they will only give you VAT 

relief on new build and to do new build you must demolish, so we were bamboozled 

with that argument… 

Also in terms of listing, we tried to get them listed but we were given the run around 

and told that they didn’t look very good up close…but that’s why you list them, so we 

can do them up! That was a distressing point there. But the point being that if they had 

been listed and kept intact… they were extremely well ventilated buildings, they were 

warm even in winter, in winter I would very often leave my balcony door open. 

India: So were they actually well designed architecturally? 

Andy: Yes, they were thought through with a design inspired by Le Corbusier… the 

estate itself should have been listed as it was built as a complete whole and not built all 

over the place. 

India: What I find hard to understand is that people wanted to live there, people were 

happy there, it would have arguably been cheaper to do them up and even knowing all 

of this, still at the end of the day, why did the powers that be not appreciate the flats as 

the residents did and do them up, as the residents wanted? Why didn’t they listen? 

Andy: Prejudice, it’s based on prejudice. Prejudice as we all know is blind and never 

based on fact. And it wasn’t based on fact, they just had this notion that the people 

there were poor and feckless and that word was used a lot… feckless. 

Closing Comments 

Opinions on whether or not the eight tower blocks should have been demolished will 

vary greatly. Many of the statistics about deprivation and crime seem to be backed up 

by the many news articles that highlight these issues in the area. A quick Google of 

Hillfields, Coventry and you are presented with pages and pages of such articles 

spanning many years back. As part of my research into Andy’s story I contacted a 

retired local GP who had worked at the Hillfields Health Centre for 26 years and 

visited patients in the flats before they were demolished. The GP said that his 

vulnerable patients had found them isolating, there were drug dealers in the corridors 

and overall he felt that in many ways they had become ‘dens of iniquity’. He believed 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/listed-buildings/listing-faqs/
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that from an aesthetic and psycho-social point of view, demolishing the tower blocks 

was positive progress for Hillfields. We spoke about his memories of the demolition 

themselves and if he felt there had been an increase in respiratory illness. Whilst he 

couldn’t recall a marked immediate increase, he did mention that many residents 

already suffered from COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). I have since 

discovered that although smoking is usually the main cause of COPD, dust can also be 

a factor. Furthermore, in smokers the effects of silica dust inhalation can be more 

pronounced. Overall, as I discussed with Andy and have read numerous times over, 

proving there were any health effects due to the demolitions is very difficult; due to 

the time it takes for effects to take hold, issues with causality and locating residents 

who were there at the time. 

Andy felt they were all thought of as ‘feckless’ and ‘witless’ and that people 

looking in on the area could only see deprivation and not community spirit. 

What really strikes me about Andy’s story is the way the residents of Hillfields were 

perceived throughout the demolitions. Andy felt they were all thought of as ‘feckless’ 

and ‘witless’ and that people looking in on the area could only see deprivation and not 

community spirit. People who didn’t live there, failed to listen to how the flats and 

area could be improved from a residents perspective. The flats that remain and were 

improved upon, were in the words of our retired GP; “a great success, providing 

fantastic accommodation, in particular for the elderly.” I have since discovered that 

they also offer a facility for community meetings and clubs. With housing shortages 

constantly reported in the news in the UK, it does seem a shame that eight of these 

structurally sound buildings (a total of 500 flats) were demolished. The prejudice 

against tower blocks that Andy spoke of during the interview and ‘concrete racism’ is 

arguably very rife right now, with PM David Cameron’s plan to ‘blitz’ poverty by 

demolishing council estates and their high rise buildings. Various commentators are 

concerned that this ‘estate narrative stigmatises those living in social housing’ and 

upholds the belief that issues like ‘mental-health, drug use and family difficulties are 

causes of poverty’ and not the results of poverty. 

In conclusion, whilst we may remain unsure as to whether or not the Hillfields flats 

should have been demolished and whether or not the health effects of their demolition 

can ever be tracked; we can be sure that throughout the process, many of the residents 

did not feel listed to. It seems the decisions were already made and the plans were a 

foregone conclusion. The whole experience, was for Andy and many of his friends and 

neighbours, de-humanising, unjust and unfair. Many people all over the world have 

had similar experiences when it comes to ‘redevelopment’ and ‘regeneration’. 

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Chronic-obstructive-pulmonary-disease/Pages/Causes.aspx
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40965827?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.wmhousing.co.uk/crowning-glory-for-thomas-king-house
http://www.building.co.uk/whitefriars-and-coventry-clash-over-demolition-plans/1024760.article
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-35274783
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/cameron-s-talk-of-sink-estates-at-pmqs-hides-the-reality-behind-council-housing-in-the-uk-a6812836.html
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/19/cameron-poverty-bulldozing-housing-estates
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/19/cameron-poverty-bulldozing-housing-estates
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(Featured images: credit Andy McGeechan) 

[1] This news article includes quotes from residents who wanted to stay and those who 

were happier to leave. One resident remarks how they had been promised their flat 

would be ‘done up’ but that it never was and she felt this was because the plans to 

demolish had been known for a long time. 

[2] The phrase used was ‘iN business for neighbourhoods’ and this is a National 

Housing Federation logo, given to housing associations that have ‘made a set of 

promises – to customers, neighbourhoods and excellence.’ On the ‘Our Promises’ 

webpage it states that housing associations that are ‘iN business for neighbourhoods’ 

promise that for their customers they will ‘make them our driving force; listen, 

respond and engage them in our work; offer them respect, choice and support.’ 

[3] This article refers to a consultation where out of 266 respondents, 184 wanted to 

remain in Hillfields, either in the flats or other accommodation, so this is 69%. There is 

no reference here to doing the flats up with the option to stay, but if this was given as 

an option then it is arguable that the % of people wanting to stay (as Andy mentions 

above) could be higher. 

[4] The authors of this medical journal article conclude that ‘individuals living near 

sites of public housing demolition are at risk for exposure to high particulate 

concentrations.’ Considering that the Hillfields demolitions took place over a number 

of years, it is arguable that the residents may have been affected in the short and/or 

long term. 

[5] The linked news article is dated March 2006 and entitled ‘Final block of high-rise 

flats to be demolished’. 

[6] The Silica-Safe website explains that silica is in ‘many common construction 

materials… for example, asphalt, brick, cement, concrete, drywall, grout, mortar, 

stone, sand, and tile’ and also highlights the three types of silicosis; Chronic silicosis, 

which usually occurs after 10 or more years of exposure to crystalline silica at 

relatively low concentrations; Accelerated silicosis, which results from exposure to 

high concentrations of crystalline silica and develops 5 to 10 years after the initial 

exposure; and Acute silicosis, which occurs where exposure concentrations are the 

highest and can cause symptoms to develop within a few weeks to 4 or 5 years after 

the initial exposure. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/andymcgeechan/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref1
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref2
http://www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/our-promises/http:/www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/our-promises/
http://www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/our-promises/http:/www.housing.org.uk/get-involved/in-business-for-neighbourhoods/our-promises/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref3
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref4
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref5
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref6
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[7] This article quotes Alison Hadden as saying “My overriding memory is of driving 

round the ring road, looking at those flats and thinking: ‘They’re horrible.” 

[8] The news article cited here states that the original plan was to build new housing. 

[9] In this March 2004 news article, local Councillor Dave Nellist argues that the land 

should be used to provide housing and not the college he believed would be developed 

there, so the plans for college development were known to some as early as 2004. The 

article also mentions some suspicions that the area was earmarked for the college and 

for Coventry University student accommodation. Since 2004 there has been an 

ongoing increase in the development of student flats in the area. 
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https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref8
https://toxicnews.org/2016/02/02/demolitions-housing-and-environmental-justice-an-interview-with-a-community-activist-in-hillfields-coventry/#_ftnref9
http://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/revealed-hillfields-development-would-create-10303067
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Mapping the Toxic Remnants of War 

Doug Weir, Toxic Remnants of War Project  

Armed conflict can generate significant levels of environmental pollution and is 

commonly associated with the collapse of environmental governance and oversight. 

Yet in comparison to civil or domestic sources of pollution, conflict pollution, and the 

behaviours that create or exacerbate it, are largely unregulated at present. This has 

serious implications for civilian communities affected by conflict and by military 

activities more broadly, as the environmental bootprint of the military is felt long 

before the first shots are fired. Can improved documentation help protect civilians 

and their environment, and modify the most polluting military behaviours? 

Some background 

With a few notorious exceptions, such as the aerial spraying of TCDD contaminated 

herbicides in south east Asia, the oil fires and depleted uranium ammunition in Iraq, 

or the US military’s use of burn pits, the toxic legacy of armed conflict is under-

addressed by researchers, the media and the international community. This was one of 

the motivations for us launching the Toxic Remnants of War Project (TRW Project) in 

2012, a project that examines the environmental and humanitarian impact of military 

and conflict pollution. By doing so, we hoped to contribute to the developing discourse 

over how the rules governing the environmental conduct of militaries in war could be 

strengthened. 

Our interest in conflict pollution stemmed from many years of research and advocacy 

on depleted uranium weapons. By its nature, this is an issue that cross-cuts the 

environment and what is called humanitarian disarmament – a field promoted by 

NGOs, international organisations and progressive governments, that seeks to 

address a range of indiscriminate and inhumane weapons, most notably anti-

personnel landmines and cluster munitions. 

Definitions matter in disarmament, so does your ability to define the 

humanitarian impact of a weapon, easy enough with a blast injury, less easy 

with radiological or toxicological exposures to an environmental 

contaminant. 

Humanitarian disarmament generally addresses weapons that harm through 

explosive force, this meant that its vocabulary had been informed by the impacts, risk 

http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/toxic-remnants-of-war-viet-nam-to-the-present-day/
http://www.bandepleteduranium.org/en/in-a-state-of-uncertainty
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/toxic-remnants-of-war-viet-nam-to-the-present-day/
http://www.bandepleteduranium.org/en/overview
http://www.4disarmament.org/portfolio/
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communication and advocacy approaches specific to these kinds of weapons. However 

armour piercing depleted uranium ammunition doesn’t explode. It burns but is not 

primarily an incendiary weapon, it is radioactive but not a radiological weapon and it 

is toxic but is not a poison or chemical weapon. Definitions matter in disarmament, so 

does your ability to define the humanitarian impact of a weapon, easy enough with a 

blast injury, less easy with radiological or toxicological exposures to an environmental 

contaminant. 

It was therefore inevitable that we looked to the vocabulary of environmental risk to 

develop our case against the weapons. We talked about precaution, we talked about 

polluter pays and we talked a lot about civil radiation and environmental protection 

norms. None of which seemed to support the casual dispersal of uranium metal into 

the environment. It was equally inevitable that we then grew concerned about the 

other toxics in conventional weapons, the heavy metals, energetic materials, 

propellants and obscurants. Military research into the health risks from one of the 

proposed alternatives to depleted uranium helped bring this into particularly sharp 

relief, when a tungsten-nickel-cobalt alloy was found to produce aggressive tumours 

in rats (spoiler – it was the nickel and cobalt). 

From the environmental impact of the production, testing, use and disposal of 

munitions it was just a short conceptual leap to pollution from the deliberate targeting 

of oil and industrial facilities, to the inhalational risks from asbestos and particulate 

matter in rubble, the collapse of municipal waste management, and the many and 

varied means through which conflict degrades environmental governance and 

oversight. All these sources of pollution were being discussed in isolation – we saw 

them as the toxic remnants of war. 

Understanding the toxic remnants of war 

For many of these pollution sources, what surprised us was the absence of data on 

their public health or environmental impact. Take conflict rubble, ubiquitous to 

conflicts but studies on the composition and distribution of particulates, on metals or 

combustion products are nearly impossible to find, as are studies that use air sampling 

to estimate potential doses. Take the residues from energetic materials or metals from 

conventional weapons; again data on real world use is almost wholly absent, with 

sampling restricted to the ideal conditions of firing ranges. 

Does this matter? These are not just questions of academic interest. Conflicts are 

increasingly being fought in populated areas. In Syria, Gaza and Yemen, civilians 

remaining in or returning to these areas face potential exposures – not only to 

http://www.bandepleteduranium.org/en/precaution-in-practice
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15929896
http://www.trwn.org/weapons-disposal/
http://www.trwn.org/targeting-energy-infrastructure/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/collateral-damage-estimates-and-attacks-on-industrial-sites/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/conflict-rubble-a-ubiquitous-toxic-remnant-of-war/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/why-toxic-remnants-of-war/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/conflict-in-yemen-lessons-for-citizen-environmental-monitoring/
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munitions residues and rubble but also to pollutants from damaged industrial sites. 

Similarly, military tactics like bombing oil infrastructure appear as popular today as 

they were in WWII and, such is our collective relief that we are not bombing civilians 

directly, we neglect to question the environmental consequences of these decisions 

and their short and long-term health risks. 

Increasing industrialisation means that conflicts are also being fought in 

areas replete with technological hazards. While much of the media footage 

from the Ukraine conflict showed green fields and sunflowers, the reality is 

that the Donbas region is one of the most heavily industrialised in the 

western world. 

Increasing industrialisation means that conflicts are also being fought in areas replete 

with technological hazards. While much of the media footage from the Ukraine 

conflict showed green fields and sunflowers, the reality is that the Donbas region is 

one of the most heavily industrialised in the western world. A two hundred year 

history of coal mining, its attendant industrialisation and lax environmental 

regulation made the region a hugely risky place for a conflict. By 2003, it was 

estimated that 10bn tonnes of waste were stored in the region, amidst the 248 active 

and ageing mines and the 1,230km of oil, gas and ammonia pipelines. Power cuts to 

the region during the conflict caused pumps to fail in mines, and there are serious 

concerns about widespread groundwater pollution as a result. 

 

http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/ukraine-conflict-24-months-of-urgent-environmental-recovery-will-cost-30m/
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Assessing pollution during and after conflicts 

Following NATO’s 1999 decision to bomb petrochemical facilities in Yugoslavia and its 

use of depleted uranium, the precursor to what would become the United Nations 

Environment Programme’s Post Conflict and Disaster Management Branch was 

established to assess the environmental consequences of the conflict. But while 

UNEP’s often politically ticklish environmental impact assessments are robust, 

security conditions, donor interest and a host of other factors can limit the temporal 

and geographical scope of their work. For the most politically problematic conflicts, 

field access and donor support may not be forthcoming at all. 

The net result is that, while we know a great deal more than we did about the 

environmental consequences of conflicts, there are still huge gaps in data collection. 

The question we have been pondering, as we look to extend the work of the TRW 

Project, is how new remote monitoring and low cost field sampling methodologies can 

be devised. How these could help plug the knowledge gaps, how they could support 

the work of international organisations and humanitarian NGOs, and how they could 

help minimise the risks to communities from pollution. Work by our friends at the Zoi 

Environment Network on Ukraine, and by PAX on Syria, gives an indication of what is 

currently possible using local and online sources to remotely collate data on 

environmental risks. The biggest challenge will be data collection on the ground in 

what are typically insecure and unpredictable environments, and for that we are 

eyeing peacetime citizen science initiatives with interest. 

Another question is whether improving how we gather data on these forms of 

environmental harm can also help change the behaviours of polluters – in this case 

militaries or non-state armed groups. Militaries can be reluctant environmentalists, as 

demonstrated by the blanket exemption for defence products in the Mercury 

Convention and the muddled system of defence exemptions under the EU’s REACH 

system. Nevertheless, increased documentation on the consequences of particular 

practices could help in the development of new behavioural norms. 

We looked at the role that NGO monitoring bodies play in the implementation of 

environmental agreements and treaties on explosive remnants of war for a recent 

report that imagined what a new and more robust system of post-conflict 

environmental assistance could look like. Visibility and transparency were crucial to 

holding states accountable for their actions and in changing behaviours. Moreover, 

independent civil society organisations can have the freedom to act and react to 

developments more flexibly and with fewer political constraints than UN 

http://www.unep.org/disastersandconflicts/Introduction/PostCrisisEnvironmentalAssessment/tabid/54351/Default.aspx
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/ukraine-conflict-environmental-damage-and-pollutants/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/new-desk-study-on-syria-identifies-pollution-risks-to-civilians/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/environmental-protection-and-non-state-armed-groups-setting-a-place-at-the-table-for-the-elephant-in-the-room/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/new-report-environmental-mechanics-re-imagining-post-conflict-environmental-assistance/
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organisations. With the data they collect helping to augment more formal post-

conflict environmental assessments. 

In conclusion 

It’s too early to tell whether the current talk among progressive governments will lead 

to greater protection for the environment and its inhabitants during and after armed 

conflict – the lawyers are still arguing over what the environment is and many 

influential governments are keen to protect their freedom to pollute. In some respects 

the big legal and political questions are irrelevant to the issue at hand – our need to 

better understand the impact that conflict pollution has on civilian lives and 

livelihoods. 

In some respects the big legal and political questions are irrelevant to the 

issue at hand – our need to better understand the impact that conflict 

pollution has on civilian lives and livelihoods. 

Just as we were inspired by the gulf between peacetime environmental and health 

protection norms, and those currently applied to conflict, peacetime approaches to 

environmental sampling, monitoring and assessment should form the basis of how we 

document and measure harm in relation to conflicts. We are very interested in 

developing collaborations with academia as we seek to identify and refine new 

methodologies to increase the quantity and quality of data on environmental risks 

from conflict. It’s the extreme end of assessment but we have a responsibility to 

document and understand the true impact of armed conflict on the environment and 

on those who depend on it. 

(Infographic: credit Doug Weir) 

Doug Weir manages the Toxic Remnants of War Project, he studied Geology at 

Manchester Uni, Journalism at Sheffield Uni and has worked on the toxic legacy of 

conflict since 2005. Follow the TRW Project @detoxconflict or sign up to our Toxics 

Blog at http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info If you’d like to learn more or to get 

involved, you can contact Doug at research@toxicremnantsofwar.info  

 

 

http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/what-governments-said-on-conflict-and-the-environment-at-the-un-last-week-and-why-it-matters/
http://www.toxicremnantsofwar.info/
mailto:research@toxicremnantsofwar.info
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“We want to Know what we’re Breathing”: Cement 

Factories and Contested Environmental Illness in Minas, 

Uruguay 

Dr Daniel Renfrew, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, 

West Virginia University, USA. 

In 2011 residents of the small Uruguayan city of Minas (pop: 40,000) identified a 

disturbing trend. Loved ones, neighbors, and above all, children, adolescents and 

young adults, were coming down at seemingly alarming rates with various kinds of 

cancer- “strange cancers,” as more than one resident put it- like Hodgkins lymphoma 

and leukemia.  Citizens of this valley community also suffered from a toxic slew of 

other maladies including asthma, nasal polyps, allergies, celiac disease, skin rashes, 

and high incidences of hypothyroidism.  Alarmed by what they suspected was an 

environmental cause, residents started organizing and demanding information from 

public health officials and regulatory agencies.  Their main targets of suspicion were 

the two large cement factories looming over the city’s edge, one of private Spanish and 

Chilean capital and the other of the state petroleum company ANCAP, the nearby 

limestone quarries that supply the factories with raw material, and the municipal 

dump where illegally incinerated garbage has more than once blazed out of control. 

(People) were coming down with…various kinds of cancer- “strange 

cancers,” as more than one resident put it- like Hodgkins lymphoma and 

leukemia. Citizens of this valley community also suffered from a toxic slew 

of other maladies including asthma, nasal polyps, allergies, celiac disease, 

skin rashes, and high incidences of hypothyroidism. 

In the past few years, Minas’ burgeoning activist movement has successfully drawn 

national media attention, and in response some limited governmental and academic 

studies have been conducted. But for activists and concerned residents, too many 

questions remain while people keep getting sick and dying.  Public access to 

information is a central and recurrent theme in this struggle.  “We want to know what 

we’re breathing,” activist Valeria Uriarte has repeatedly stated.  At issue too are 

competing claims of causation.  Activists are convinced the cement factories and 

quarries are primarily responsible for the city’s environmental health problems.  The 

industries deny responsibility altogether, and government regulators and officials are 

reticent to acknowledge whether an epidemic of cancer even exists.  They point to a 

http://soca.wvu.edu/faculty-staff/faculty-directory/renfrew
http://www.cemartigas.com.uy/
http://www.cemartigas.com.uy/
http://www.cemplata.com/
http://www.subrayado.com.uy/Site/noticia/32023/subrayado-investiga-cancer-y-medio-ambiente
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lack of “statistical significance” of existing data, or suggest perhaps there is only a 

“public sensation” of a problem. 

Confounding the link of industrial emissions to environmental illnesses in Minas is 

the fact that Uruguay already has the highest cancer rate in Latin America and ranks 

among the highest in the world. President Tabaré Vázquez of the Frente Amplio 

(Broad Front) coalition, an oncologist by profession, has led ambitious and successful 

anti-tobacco measures that have simultaneously drawn the country into a protracted 

legal battle with tobacco giant Philip Morris. Until recently Uruguay had one of the 

highest incidences of tobacco use in the Americas, and most recently the typical 

“Uruguayan diet” of red and processed meat was “attacked” by a World Health 

Organization report linking consumption of these foods to elevated risks for cancer. 

The Uruguayan government has been proactive in the struggle against cancer not only 

through its fight against tobacco but also through the establishment of an expert 

interdisciplinary Honorary Commission in the Struggle against Cancer, which 

monitors epidemiological data and directs research and policy interventions. Despite 

cancer’s long proven links to air pollution and other environmental toxic exposures, 

however, public health prevention strategies and research funding in Uruguay, as in 

most of the world, continue to be driven by epidemiological theories of individualized 

and behavioral etiologies related to lifestyle, diet and genetics. As the Public Health 

Ministry’s departmental director Pablo Leiva argued, there is “no scientific basis” 

linking cement factories to environmental illness. “Any emitting source is suspicious 

[of producing cancer and illness],” he insisted, “but the principal suspect is the 

cigarette.” 

‘Dangerous Air’ over Minas  

As any resident can attest, 

however, if you live in Minas 

you breathe dangerous air. The 

wind patterns and geographic 

depressions of this valley town 

trap into a cloud of smog 

circulating dust, wood fire 

smoke, exhaust, and other air 

toxicants.  In neighborhoods 

across the city, residents wake 

up every day to find a film of 

dust covering their patios, cars, 

and drying clothes.  Activists recognize the health dangers posed by cement factory 

emissions, including increased exposure to heavy metals like mercury and lead, 

http://www.cancerindex.org/Uruguay
http://www.wcrf.org/int/cancer-facts-figures/data-cancer-frequency-country
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-30708063
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-30708063
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/26/argentina-react-report-linking-meat-cancer-carcinogen
http://www.comisioncancer.org.uy/index_1.html
http://www.psr.org/environment-and-health/confronting-toxics/cancer-and-toxic-chemicals.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/msp-no-tiene-nuevos-datos-pero-asegura-que-no-aumentaron-casos-cancer-n272490
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persistent organic pollutants (POPs) including dioxins, furans and PCBs, and ground 

level ozone producing gases such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and carbon 

monoxide. The dangers of cement factory emissions are compounded by the 

nonexistent or dated filtering technology used until recently at the Uruguayan plants.  

This is true of the ANCAP facility in particular, which from 1956-2014 had made 

virtually no investments to improve environmental safety technology and 

infrastructure.  A 2013 occupational health study found “alarming” levels of dust of up 

to seven times the internationally recommended norm within the ANCAP plant. Both 

factories primarily use petroleum coke and recycled fuel oil as fuel sources, in addition 

to biomass such as rice husks.  The combustion of all of these substances, if not 

properly controlled, may result in highly toxic and cancer-causing emissions. 

Widespread rumors and speculation about “what else” the factories burn or have 

burned in the past, added to industrial and governmental secrecy surrounding the 

cement industry, have fueled confusion and mistrust on the part of citizens. 

The dangers of cement factory emissions are compounded by the 

nonexistent or dated filtering technology used until recently at the 

Uruguayan plants. 

While the dated ANCAP factory has operated on the outskirts of Minas since the 

1950s, the private Cementos Artigas relocated its plant to Minas in 1997 from its 

previously site in a Montevideo working class neighborhood. An anti-toxics 

movement developed there in the 1980s, part of an early and piecemeal wave of 

environmental struggles in Uruguay.  The citizens group mobilized memorably 

through a March of the Umbrellas that symbolized the “rain of dust” to which the 

neighborhood was constantly subjected.  Their success in forcing the factory to shut 

down and eventually move to Minas represents one of the ironic consequences of 

NIMBY struggles the world over.  The move left Minas with two cement factories in 

close proximity to each other and both within the city limits.  In addition to years of 

exposure to unknown quantities of smokestack pollutants, large piles of petroleum 

coke lie within and surrounding the plants in open air mounds exposed to 

crisscrossing winds.  In the nearby quarries, workers detonate explosives, transport 

the mineral by open bed trucks, and pulverize limestone all day long, releasing high 

volumes of dust that spread throughout the valley. The wind-carried dust first passes 

through Minas’ modest working class neighborhood of Garolini and its elementary 

school, located a mere 250 meters from one of the massive quarries. 

The Honorary Commission monitors cancer morbidity rates across the Uruguayan 

territory. When Minas residents first suspected a cancer epidemic, data was only 

available through 2010.  The Public Health Ministry charged the Commission to 

http://www.epa.gov/international-cooperation/persistent-organic-pollutants-global-issue-global-response
http://www.epa.gov/enforcement/cement-manufacturing-enforcement-initiative
http://www.epa.gov/enforcement/cement-manufacturing-enforcement-initiative
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/concentracion-polvo-cementeras-es-alarmante-n271943
http://www3.epa.gov/airtoxics/hlthef/cokeoven.html
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/cementeras-descartan-que-su-produccion-genere-cancer-n272384
http://www.primerapagina.com.uy/2015/06/rafael-guarga-el-polvo-proviene.html
http://www.primerapagina.com.uy/2015/06/rafael-guarga-el-polvo-proviene.html
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conduct a thorough investigation.  What they finally released publicly in 2015 was a 

terse and cautious report based on international scientific literature and updated 

secondary data, rather than the primary field-based epidemiological study activists 

had demanded.  According to the report, Minas has cancer rates “in line with national 

averages” while some specific types “may be higher.” In this report as well as in public 

declarations, officials have presented a perplexing argument: there is enough data to 

determine overall cancer rates in Minas represent “average” numbers, while specific 

types such as uterine, Hodgkins lymphoma, and intestinal cancer that express more 

than twice the national average do not constitute enough data to be “statistically 

significant.” 

Activists have raised many questions regarding the reliability of official claims and 

data. As a small city of the country’s interior, medical facilities and treatment options 

in Minas are not as extensive as in the capital Montevideo.  Only a one and a half hour 

bus ride away, an unknown number of cancer patients are treated in Montevideo 

hospitals, thus registering as Montevideo rather than Minas patients.  Children under 

the age of 15 are also routinely sent to Montevideo’s main children’s and maternity 

hospital for treatment.  Finally, cancer is only registered according to morbidity rather 

than mortality rates, potentially limiting data.  Uruguayan physicians and hospitals 

usually list “cardiorespiratory failure” as an individual’s cause of death rather than the 

underlying illness that precipitated death. 

(Image: Pollution over 

Minas) 

 

When the national 

environmental 

directorate DINAMA 

finally initiated more 

systematic 

environmental air 

monitoring in 2014, 

the ANCAP plant had 

built a new kiln and 

filtering system but it 

was not yet 

operational. Recent air 

samples then only include emissions from one of the cement plants.  Regulators and 

scientists will thus be unable to ever capture the actual emissions coming from the 

outmoded system of operation that had been in place for over five decades at ANCAP, 

http://www.primerapagina.com.uy/2015/05/estudio-universitario-descarta-alto.html
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or the cumulative effects of the almost two decades of ANCAP’s old system operating 

alongside the newer Cementos Artigas plant.  While residents will hopefully soon be 

able to know what exactly they are breathing, the question “What were we breathing?” 

appears far more difficult to answer. 

When officials and industry representatives dismiss public concerns, residents 

counter: “But I can’t breathe in the winter,” “Why does my three-year old child have 

hypothyroidism?” or “When I travel up the hillside I see a cloud of smog blanketing 

my city.” What happens to public trust when officials explain to the families who live 

on that “fateful block” (la cuadra fatídica) in downtown Minas, named so because every 

household suffers from at least one case of cancer including several pediatric cases, 

that their concerns only respond to a “public sensation” or their illnesses are 

“statistically insignificant”?  Some of this lack of trust related to the cement industry 

stems from experiences a decade ago following a community outbreak of 

hypothyroidism.  Local environmental groups in partnership with a Czech lab 

analyzed chicken eggs in rural areas surrounding Minas and discovered elevated 

levels of dioxins and PCBs. While this research suggested a possible environmental 

cause of hypothyroidism in Minas, the Public Health Ministry challenged the study’s 

scientific credentials. The Ministry instead re-diagnosed the more than 50 cases as 

acute thyroiditis stemming from consumption of tainted meat from a local butcher.  

The fact that several of the sufferers had not recently eaten meat from this butcher and 

one was a vegetarian contributed to a legacy of citizen mistrust and helped sow the 

seeds of activism that would flourish a decade later. 

Several lessons and recommendations may be gleaned from this case study. At the 

government level, there is an urgent need for more industrial regulation and 

oversight.  This should include establishing a baseline and regular monitoring of air, 

water, occupational and public health conditions, as well as conducting field-based 

epidemiological studies.  Government regulators need to synchronize data on 

industrial emissions, environmental quality, and health outcomes, and this 

information should be made transparent and public.  Public and environmental health 

should be de-politicized.  Officials need to worry less about creating “public panics” 

and instead take “lay expertise” seriously while recognizing the maturity of the public 

to assimilate knowledge.  None of this is possible of course without prioritizing public 

funding for health and environmental protection. 

At the industry level, factories must comply with existing regulations and employ 

“first world” standards of technology and environmental mitigation throughout the 

full cycle of extraction, production, distribution and disposal. On the part of academia, 

scientists need to continue to develop expertise in environmental health and 

http://www6.rel-uita.org/agricultura/ambiente/cementeras-minas.htm
http://www6.rel-uita.org/agricultura/ambiente/cementeras-minas.htm
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2935336/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2935336/
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toxicology in order to recognize the environmental etiologies of disease and to be able 

to study the synergistic effects of multiple chemical exposures in relation to individual 

genetic and behavioral factors.  For activists and concerned residents, they should take 

heart that none of their problems would have come to light without their persistent 

organization and advocacy.  They understand more than anyone, however, the moral 

urgency of continued mobilization and the need to obtain real answers.  Although 

access to resources is a serious limitation, they might consider employing some of the 

tools of popular epidemiology and citizen science, for instance by developing their 

own community health surveys or organizing a “bucket brigade” to conduct 

environmental air monitoring. At the very least these would provide an additional set 

of tools to maintain pressure on the government to honor its mandate to responsibly 

veil for the health and the environment of all citizens. 

On the part of academia, scientists need to continue to develop expertise in 

environmental health and toxicology in order to recognize the 

environmental etiologies of disease and to be able to study the synergistic 

effects of multiple chemical exposures in relation to individual genetic and 

behavioral factors. 

(Featured images: credit Daniel Renfrew) 
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http://csi.sagepub.com/content/45/3/137.abstract
http://www.clarku.edu/mtafund/prodlib/yellowstone/health_survey.pdf
http://www.gcmonitor.org/communities/start-a-bucket-brigade/
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The Petrochemical Complex as a Unit of Reference in 

Considering Companies’ Relationships with the Local 

Community 

Miguel Ángel López-Navarro, Department of Business Administration and 

Marketing, Universitat Jaume I, Castelló, Spain 

My approach to studying the petrochemical industry, from a management 

perspective, is rooted in an interest in assessing how economic and environmental 

dimensions interact through the lens of the local community, in a petrochemical 

complex located in Castellón (Spain) a few kilometers from my place of residence. This 

forms the starting point for research analysing how companies in the complex manage 

their relationships with the local community and how these relationships could be 

improved.  

(Featured image: Spanish skyline credit Jacob Garcia) 

Petrochemical industrial complexes (oil refineries are commonly located in industrial 

sites together with other chemical firms), frequently situated in port areas, constitute 

an important focus of pollution caused by chemical substances dumped into the water, 

air or soil. Considering the industrial complex as a unit of reference is a relevant 

approach. From the viewpoint of the companies located in the complex it is important 

because of the interrelationships that arise among them, which influence the 

companies’ competitiveness. At the local community level, a series of preliminary 

interviews with local residents in the first stages of our research revealed that its 

relevance lies in the way people conceive of the industrial complex as a whole and 

their perceptions are generally more closely associated with the entire industrial site 

than with the individual firms, which is undoubtedly an important factor in the 

traditional characterisation of the firm–local community relationship. Considering 

the industrial complex as a unit of reference is a relevant approach. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jacobgarcia/3840826/in/photolist-kFK9-cWwS8h-CwZNBB-4iopD8-dMZVon-dGcEUo-dFoiF2-dHUKkL-2Sekz5-sGGg9-aLJVwB-cAodME-9BhNBA-cvnjjE-dFKE1K-bge4FK-s4ceZ3-dGYQNd-ac1CZZ-pJpCbk-527sbL-2LSW9-kv1rzB-CJkoLf-79GfVo-81ndsJ-e3dn2s-5kwo5H-gjVVck-6K3tXA-aTtzX-gjVNkV-gjVsMQ-4mcbpq-4oruWW-ERKDi-HQZ59-qEAp1B-bpAb3-jLBNbc-5tHnSY-xMWNZu-5Lwq79-6JYpnF-8hquf2-dFTaZS-5kwmYn-9rKX9z-4nevYd-6K3tkY
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From the viewpoint of the companies located in the complex it is important 

because of the interrelationships that arise among them, which influence the 

companies’ competitiveness. 

When the companies located in the complex seek to legitimise their operations in the 

eyes of the local community, they focus their attention on the economic development 

the petrochemical site generates in the region. There is no doubt that the members of 

the community appreciate the benefits associated with the industry, particularly in 

terms of jobs. However, as evidenced in the abovementioned interviews, their wishes 

go further to include demands for a safe and healthy environment. Whatever the case, 

establishing appropriate management of relations between the companies and the 

local community must entail finding out citizens’ perceptions of the industrial site 

both in terms of its benefits and the negative externalities deriving from it. In a recent 

article we analysed how residents’ cognitive appraisal of the economic and 

environmental aspects leads to their affective responses, and how both elements –

cognitive and affective– jointly explain their behavioural intention towards their 

place of residence 

(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615003029). 

Of particular note among the study’s findings is the fact that local residents consider 

environmental aspects to be more important than economic aspects. Beyond the 

importance of the petrochemical industrial complex to the economic activity of the 

geographical area, the incidence of environmental appraisals and the negative affects 

deriving from them are of greater consequence in determining the behavioural 

intentions of the residents towards their place of residence. 

 

Prioritising environmental aspects in this manner in the context of the petrochemical 

complex should be central to the way the companies manage their relationships with 

the local community. Communication is a critical factor because it allows information 

asymmetries to be reduced and trust to be increased. Information asymmetry exists 

because the firms have specific knowledge about the environmental impact of their 

products and processes to which the local community does not have access. However, 

in their communication policies the companies highlight their capabilities in technical 

terms, and their contribution to generating quality jobs, and only refer to their 

concern for environmental aspects in a general way. Their environmental concerns 

are bound up with their complying with regulations and there is a widespread 

adoption of voluntary certified environmental management systems (EMSs). 

Although these certificates have been highlighted as a tool to improve relations with 

local communities, in our case study they did not really appear to act as valid signals to 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615003029
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the local community about appropriate corporate environmental conduct 

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bse.1817/abstract). 

 

Moreover, the ‘firm-local community’ relationships are managed at the level of each 

company, without taking account the collective dimension represented by the 

petrochemical complex. However, people have a conception of the industrial site as a 

whole. As a result of the cumulative effects of the emissions of each company, the 

petrochemical complex is the truly relevant dimension for the local residents. In such 

a context, these companies have a ‘collective environmental corporate responsibility’ 

towards the local community. In fact, the undertaking, and especially the initial 

intention to publish and disseminate a recent eco-audit, which sets out the actions and 

improvements of major companies located in the industrial complex, could be a sign 

of the complex’s poor image and of the need to communicate the companies’ actions in 

the environmental field in a collective way. This eco-audit might represent, despite 

the bias and significant limitations of its contents, an initial but important step by 

firms from the petrochemical complex to jointly disclose environmental information. 

However, although this eco-audit was drawn up and presented at a press conference, 

to date it has not been officially released and, consequently, the local community has 

not been properly informed of its results. In the end, this attitude reflects the 

companies’ lack of interest in improving their relationship with the local community. 

 

Residents in the vicinity of the petrochemical complex also consider the role of public 

institutions to be crucial in ensuring the appropriate management of its 

environmental issues, although these entities generally align with the companies in 

prioritising the economic benefits the industry offers for the economic development 

of the region. The public institutions are responsible for controlling the companies’ 

activities, particularly regarding emissions and other possible environmental 

contamination sources. They are responsible for monitoring and assuring not only 

that emissions of the companies installed remain below the legal limits, but that 

cumulative pollution in the frame of the industrial site does not exceed the limits 

considered safe to guarantee the health of the population. The information in this 

section is very scarce, however. There are currently two monitoring stations in the 

area, but they only measure a very limited, and therefore clearly insufficient, number 

of contaminants. Indeed, citizens’ trust in public institutions, in their role as 

guarantor of the health and safety of the community, is even lower than the trust 

placed in the companies on the site (this information appears in the second of the 

abovementioned articles). This lack of trust, both in the companies and in the public 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bse.1817/abstract
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institutions, is undoubtedly a determining factor in the local community perception of 

risk. 

Residents in the vicinity of the petrochemical complex also consider the role 

of public institutions to be crucial in ensuring the appropriate management 

of its environmental issues, although these entities generally align with the 

companies in prioritising the economic benefits the industry offers for the 

economic development of the region. 

Furthermore, and also at the level of the industrial complex, public institutions face 

the problem of expansion of already established companies or the introduction of new 

companies into the site, which is frequently a source of conflict with the local 

community. Public institutions responsible for sustainable territorial planning should 

also prompt reflection regarding such expansions, which are often presented as 

necessary to maintain the levels of competitiveness of the industrial complex and of 

the companies located in it. Indeed, new companies, with a related industrial activity, 

are currently being considered for incorporation into the petrochemical complex. The 

reason the complex has not developed more intensely in recent years is probably due 

to the severe economic crisis that has affected the country and brought many planned 

investments to a halt. But within the frame of the prevailing logic, expanding the 

industrial petrochemical site emerges as a key issue in promoting competitiveness in 

the region, leaving environmental sustainability very much in the background. 

However, the very nature of an industrial complex like this is such that it acts as a 

magnet for new companies with links to the petrochemical sector, and it is extremely 

complicated to develop initiatives that encourage diversification of the industrial 

activity, which hinders the flow of investment into other sector types. For this reason, 

and paradoxically, growth in economic activity is inextricably linked to high levels of 

pollution. Aside from the possible economic effects they might have, the acceptance of 

new facilities in the cluster should be analysed carefully, since their contribution to 

the accumulated levels of pollution from the industrial complex could exceed the 

safety thresholds that guarantee citizens’ health. 

 

The importance of the complex as a reference point, and the design of a joint approach 

by the companies can be clearly seen in the case of the petrochemical complex in 

Tarragona (we have extended our research to carry out a comparative case study with 

the Tarragona complex). This collective action is largely managed through the 

Chemical Industry Association of Tarragona (AEQT). From its beginnings, this 

association’s objectives are to generate synergies with the main stakeholders and to 
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continually improve the sector’s competitiveness and increase its contribution to the 

sustainable development of the territory. To a certain extent, a common approach of 

the petrochemical complex with the local community is organised around this 

association. The efforts put into organising and developing this common approach 

through an intermediary institution like the AEQT in the case of Tarragona have 

contributed to improving communication and relations with the local community. 

Aside from the possible economic effects they might have, the acceptance of 

new facilities in the cluster should be analysed carefully, since their 

contribution to the accumulated levels of pollution from the industrial 

complex could exceed the safety thresholds that guarantee citizens’ health. 

I would like to conclude this contribution by highlighting the relevance of the complex 

as a unit of reference in considering companies’ relationships with the local 

community. It is a question of going beyond the traditional ‘firm–local community’ 

relationship to pursue the appropriate management of a ‘petrochemical complex–

local community’ relationship. The importance of the complex has frequently been 

considered by public powers and corporations from the point of view of regional 

development. But in environmental terms the issues are restricted to the company 

level and even at that level the information can be unsatisfactory for the local 

community because in some cases companies with several plants (located in different 

places) do not provide detailed environmental information for each one of them. The 

local community needs information at the level of the industrial complex about the 

accumulated emissions it generates and the environmental actions it carries out, 

information that could be provided through, for example, a ‘petrochemical complex 

sustainability report’. Environmental problems are generated in the complex and 

should be managed at the complex level. 
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Breathless in the Toxic Air 

Dr Cynthia Wang, Research Fellow, Department of Sociology, University of Warwick, 

UK 

Sadly, it is not air but the air that is filled with substances and pollutants 

which we breathe in this modern world. 

We live and we breathe in this world surrounded by the substance called air. Formless, 

colourless and odourless, air flows around us invisibly. Or is it so? From a certain 

perspective, “there is no ‘air’ in itself” (Choy 2011, 145). The air we breathe is composed 

of many atmospheric substances, from dust, oxygen, carbon dioxide, smell, particulate 

matters, and various gases (Choy 2011, 145). It is an accumulation of both natural and 

man made products, including toxic ones.  And it often shows us its colour and smells, 

from the strange smelling yellow, white or black smoke of a refinery to the dark 

exhaust from a vehicle; and when it is filled with pollutants, dioxin, sulphur, chlorine 

… it can also be toxic and make breathing difficult for us, or even cause illness.  Sadly, 

it is not air but the air that is filled with substances and pollutants which we breathe in 

this modern world.  Existing in this mutually depended place while factories produce 

goods for us to consume, energy companies heat our homes, and cars make us mobile 

freely and faster, we breathe air that has been polluted by the producers of our 

consumption, and thus becoming “breathers” and “accrue the unaccounted-for costs 

that attend the production and consumption of goods and services, such as the 

injuries, medical expenses, and changes in climate and ecosystems” (Choy 2011, 145; 

Engelmann 2015, 441). 

A personal experience  

Two weeks after leaving China and back to the UK, I was still coughing occasionally, 

and my throat did not stop its annoying tickling no matter how much water I 

drank…… The reason: I stayed for about one week in Beijing researching about our 

project—Environmental Justice and Global Petrochemical Industry; and the feeling of 

breathlessness and coughing just followed me persistently. Depending on the weather 

– if there was wind blowing -I coughed less; if there was little wind, I coughed more. 

Two weeks after leaving China and back to the UK, I was still coughing 

occasionally, and my throat did not stop its annoying tickling no matter how 

much water I drank…… 
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My last day in Beijing was a heavy smog day and probably the main cause of my 

worsening cough that continued for two weeks after. November 27, 2015 was a gloomy 

winter’s day. Compared to the previous windy and chilly days, the sky looked murky 

and grey, and the city seemed cloaked in a thick cloud of haze. When I left my B&B in 

the morning, I decided to put on my facemask which had been sparsely used in the 

past days when there was chilly wind but comparatively good air.  I walked quickly 

towards the metro, endless cars passed to and fro, and people were going about their 

business as usual … 

(Image: Woman in Mask, 

credit Nicolo Lazzati) 

Though wearing my 

facemask, which 

unfortunately turned out 

to be ill-fitting and thus 

ineffective in preventing 

my intake of pollutants, I 

started to feel very sick 

around noon when I 

arrived at an 

environmental 

organization after travelling by metro, and walking on the street for about half an 

hour; I felt breathless, throat irritation, and a seasick feeling. That night it became 

even worse and I started to cough unstoppably, while at the same time, I felt 

something clogging my chest and I needed to use some strength to pull my breath out 

… There must be problems with my lungs and other respiratory organs … How could it 

be? At the boarding gate, I turned on my laptop and started to search on the Internet. 

Out of the huge French windows, it was dark and gloomy, and one monster-like 

shadow of an aircraft slowly moved with orange light eyes … 

PM2.5 in the air 

Thanks to the American Embassy’s initiative of disclosing the PM2.5 data on twitter 

since 2008, which later aroused a nation wide “I monitor the air for my country” and 

public pressure, the Chinese government were forced to monitor and disclose PM2.5 

data in 2012. In today’s China, almost everybody knows something about air 

pollution, smog, and the quality of air can be assessed by checking PM2.5, the tiny 

particulates that make air dangerous to our health. Although psychologically well-

prepared, I was still shocked to find out—the PM2.5 data for my last day in Beijing 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/the-niki/4331676192/in/photolist-7ALYqh-igRKmw-7cZW4U-nkdzqA
https://www.flickr.com/photos/the-niki/4331676192/in/photolist-7ALYqh-igRKmw-7cZW4U-nkdzqA
https://twitter.com/BeijingAir
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reached a hazardous level of more than 300 and sometimes more than 400 microgram 

per cubic metre (µg/m3) from early morning till almost midnight. The short-term 

standard (24-hour or daily average) of PM2.5 is 75 µg/m3 in China. 

 

(Table credit: china dialogue) 

PM2.5 is an air pollutant, a tiny particle with width less than 2.5 microns. A micron is a 

unit of measurement for distance and there are about 25,000 microns in an inch. 

Burning coal and vehicle exhausts can contribute to PM2.5. Although the World 

Health Organization sets a guideline value for PM2.5 at 25 μg/m3 24-hour mean, there 

is not a safe level of it (Raaschou-Nielsen et al. 2013). The higher level it is in air, the 

more harmful the air is to our health. It can travel deeply into our respiratory system 

and exposure to fine particles can cause short term health effects such as eye, nose, 

throat and lung irritation, coughing, sneezing, runny nose and shortness of breath. 

(Luckily it seems I only got some symptoms!) Exposure to fine particles can affect lung 

function and worsen medical conditions such as asthma and heart disease (Source: 

Department of Health, NY). The increase of PM2.5 also correlates to the increase of 

lung cancer (Raaschou-Nielsen et al. 2013). 

A recent study published on Nature shows that outdoor air pollution, mostly by 

PM2.5, leads to 3.3 million premature deaths per year worldwide, predominantly in 

Asia (Lelieveld et al. 2015). Researchers from HK also found that acute air pollution 

had significant short-term health effects. More people died of cardiovascular or 

respiratory illness on days with bad air quality than they did on days of good air 

quality (Choy 2011, 147). In a conference about pollution and health I attended in 

China, it was argued that the complexity of causes to disease made it difficult to prove 

https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/6856-China-s-air-pollution-reporting-is-misleading
http://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/indoors/air/pmq_a.htm
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the link between certain disease to air pollution, nevertheless, researchers presented a 

comparison of clinical records of respiratory disease and smog days in cities in Hebei 

province and showed that heavier smog days resulted in more clinical visits of 

patients. 

Researchers from HK also found that acute air pollution had significant 

short-term health effects. More people died of cardiovascular or respiratory 

illness on days with bad air quality than they did on days of good air quality 

(Choy 2011, 147). 

Airpoclypcy: Air pollution beyond Beijing 

The increase of PM2.5 in air does not only affect people’s health, it also affects climate 

change through changing the radiation balance of atmosphere (Kan, Chen & Tong 

2012). A few days later when I was back to the UK and world leaders gathered in Paris 

to talk about climate change, reports about the heavy smog or “airpoclypcy” in Beijing 

appeared on almost all major world media, with photos of scenes of Beijing shrouded 

in heavy smog and people wearing all types of facemasks, from plain surgeon masks to 

sophisticated gas masks.  And for the first time, Beijing announced “red alert” for air 

pollution, urged people to stay indoors and that schools be closed. 

The fact is, in China, Beijing is not the only place where “breathers” have been 

suffering from the toxic air. Just before I went to China, in early November, PM2.5 

reached one thousand in Shenyang, a city in north-eastern China. 

A study of air quality data of 190 cities in China shows that in 2014, based on the limit 

of 35 μg/m3 (long term standard in China), PM2.5 exceeded the limit in 90% of the 

cities, and the average over limit days was 246. In 44 cities, over limit days were more 

than 300, mostly clustered in Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei province, Yangtze River 

Delta, the middle part of China, urban areas along the middle reach of Yangtze River 

and Huai River. In seven cities (six in Shandong province and one in Hebei province), 

the over limit days reached 340; and in 105 cities, they were between 200 and 300 

days. (Wang et al. 2015) Taking into consideration that the geographical size of China 

occupies more than 6% of the world’s land area, how much will its smog affect the 

world through climate change then? 
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(Source of the map: Kan, Chen & Tong 2012) 
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Who is not a “breather”? 

Van Rooij and other China environment researchers pointed out that regarding 

environmental protection, a potential split might be happening in China where richer 

and more developed coastal and municipal areas have strict enforcement of laws to 

allow them to enjoy products and income from less developed areas where 

environmental pollution enforcement was lax. This has posed a potential risk for the 

occurring of regional environmental injustice over pollution challenges (Van Rooij et 

al., 2015). I have the same concern for fighting air pollution in China. 

Being the capital city, with rich social, economic and political resources, it seems that 

Beijing’s air is of more concern than other places. Not only does it appear more in the 

news, it appears that to deal with the air pollution problem in Beijing, the central 

government has been seriously taking all measures, including initiating new policies, 

conducting extensive research, closing and relocating factories, and promoting 

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Integration and regional coordination due to the 

interrelatedness of air pollution in these three places. Will air pollution in other places 

be dealt equally? Will factories be relocated to less developed places or simply closed 

down? And who will take care of those unemployed due to factories closing down for 

better air quality? 

Individually, the burden of “breathers” is also different. While affluent 

residents use modern technology to filter homes, drive cars and wear 

sophisticated facemasks outdoors, how about people who have to calculate 

carefully about spending one Chinese Yuan for a steam bun or ten for an 

ordinary facemask? 

Individually, the burden of “breathers” is also different. While affluent residents use 

modern technology to filter homes, drive cars and wear sophisticated facemasks 

outdoors, how about people who have to calculate carefully about spending one 

Chinese Yuan for a steam bun or ten for an ordinary facemask? Pathetically, it is the 

less affluent, who consume less, who bear the largest burden of the production of the 

consumers’ world—the toxic air.  And most of all, to what extent does air pollution 

affect their social vulnerability—the impacts of harm to vulnerable groups due to 

social inequality (Cutter 2006)? 

While people in northern China choked in smog in December 2015, thousand miles 

away in Paris, world leaders successfully reached an agreement for emission reduction 

to fight climate change, and China promised to make its CO2 emission at its peak by 
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2030 and also committed 20 billion Chinese Yuan to help developing countries 

dealing with the problem. China played its “[l]eading role as climate fighter”, hailed its 

official media. Hopefully, this will also help to solve its air pollution problem for 

hundreds of millions of “breathers” in China. 

A year ago, in November 2014, China’s top economic planning body, the National 

Development and Reform Commission, said as China adjusted its economic structure 

and slashed coal consumption, by 2030, Beijing’s air would be clean and the sky would 

be permanent APEC blue – in reference to the blue sky during APEC when Beijing 

turned off most factories, and cars were limited on roads. One year later, in the 

conference about pollution and health, “it will take at least 20 years, or even 80 years 

for Beijing to solve its smog problem”, said a researcher who also pointed out that at 

present automobile exhaust is the major contributor to smog in Beijing.  Beholding the 

millions of cars busy on Beijing streets, turning the expressways to parking lots with 

no head or tail on a regular basis and emitting unlimited exhaust; the endless 

expansion of the city with circles of circles of expressways and new construction sites; 

the quickly increasing, seemingly never-stopping consumption of materials; and 

higher and higher skyscrapers that help to trap the smog inside the city … To whom 

shall I listen to? The question is, toxic air that makes people breathless does not only 

exist in Beijing, but also in a large part of China and beyond, in Delhi, in Karachi, in 

Khorramabad, … “Who is not a breather?”  How shall we start to reconnect the 

“intimate fabric of corporeality, including that of human becoming, to the seemingly 

indifferent stuff of the world that makes living possible”? (Whatmore 2014, 4; 

Engelmann 2015, 441) How shall we connect ourselves to the air we breathe? Clearly 

to put on facemasks is not the only answer. Shall we consider changing our ways of 

consumption then?  And what shall we do regarding the more socially vulnerable? It 

is a time that all shall not evade but react. 
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